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A B S T R A C T

The fabrication of pipe bends by rotary bending results in geometrical imperfections as manifested by cross-
sectional ovality and wall thickness variations which affect their load carrying capacity and hence their per-
formance during service. Previous studies ignored the exact distribution of these imperfections and adopted
either ideal pipe bend shape (IB) or assumed the distribution these imperfections in their analysis by a simplified
assumed shape model (AS). The objective of the present work is to investigate the effect of the presence of the
inherited geometrical imperfections as obtained from the rotary pipe bending process of 90° pipe bends in-
cluding the presence of residual stresses on their load carrying capacities as compared with the IB and AS
models. The present work is conducted by means of non-linear finite element modeling considering both ma-
terial and geometrical non-linearities. Rotary pipe bending process is simulated with basic tooling configuration
to obtain the as-fabricated 90° pipe bend after accounting for springback. Results of this step were verified
against published experimental results and analytical solutions. The pipe bend was then subjected to different
combinations of in-plane moment and internal pressure in order to construct a comparative limit load diagram.
The IB model for the pipe bend results in non-conservative results, while AS model results in acceptable results
compared to results of the as-fabricated shape. Results have also shown that presence of residual stresses im-
proves the pipe performance under in-plane closing bending moment.

1. Introduction

A pipe bend is a curved pipe segment that is used in oil and gas
pipelines and piping systems for changing flow direction and adding
flexibility to the piping system under thermal loadings. Pipe bends are
considered critical components due to their unique deformation beha-
vior which is characterized by increased flexibility and stress in-
tensification as compared with straight segments of the same size and
material [1]. These characteristics are described by dimensionless fac-
tors such as Flexibility and Stress Intensification Factors which hold
true for pipe bends with perfect ideal shape of concentric circular cross
sections and being subjected to loadings within the elastic limit. Flex-
ibility and stress intensification factors compare end deflection and
maximum stresses of a pipe bend to those of a straight pipe of the same
diameter, wall thickness and length respectively [2,3]. The fabrication
processes of pipe bends induce inevitably geometrical imperfections
that tend to provide pipe bends with eccentric elliptical shape as shown
in Fig. 1. This deviation is conventionally characterized by the percent
ovality and the percent wall thinning/thickening given in Eqs. (1)–(3)

below. According to ASME B31.1–2016/B31.3–2002 [2,3], the ad-
missible initial percent ovality for pipe bends are 8% for internally
pressurized pipe bends while for the admissible wall thickness varia-
tions is 21% if the ratio of pipe bend radius R to pipe nominal diameter
D is 3 or less.

= −D D DOvality % 100% x ( )/max min (1)

= −t t tWall Thinning % 100% x ( )/min (2)

= −t t tWall Thinning % 100% x ( )/max (3)

Analytical, experimental, and numerical analyses of pipe bends
under internal pressure and operating moments are available in lit-
erature. Analytical solutions are based on the assumption of elastic
material behavior and ignore geometrical imperfections. They are only
applicable when the pipe bend is subjected to low loading conditions
which are close to the operational pipe loadings conditions. However,
under severe loading conditions, these analytical solutions fail to pre-
dict the plastic behavior of the pipe bend especially when material and
geometrical nonlinearities are considered [1,4–6]. The plastic behavior
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of pipe bends can be described by conducting limit load analysis (LLA)
which is a design practice adopted in designing piping systems [7,8].
This approach relies on determining the limiting loads before pipe
failure is attained and consequently a limiting diagram is constructed to
provide the in-service allowable loads for operational pipes. The term
limit load is a collective term that refers to limit moment (collapse
moment (CM) and instability moment (IM)) and limit pressure (LP).
While on the context of analytical solutions, the limit moment refers
only to CM. Due to the complexity associated with pipe bend plastic
behavior, previous studies on formulating the analytical limit loads
assumed the material model to be elastic-perfectly plastic and ignoring
geometrical imperfections induced from fabrication processes. These
analytical solutions can be classified into two main categories based on
whether small displacement or large displacement theory is adopted. In
small displacement analysis, the in-plane opening and closing CM are
the same since the ovality induced during deformation is ignored
[9–11]. In large displacement analysis, which is a realistic assumption,
the ovality and the orientation of ovalization result in a distinction in
the CM based on the directional mode of the in-plane moment (opening
or closing) [12,13].

Since many parameters are involved in pipe bends design, a com-
prehensive experimental investigation is expensive and consequently,
most of the experimental work were conducted for the purpose of va-
lidating analytical solutions and/or numerical simulations. For ex-
ample, Gresnigt and van Foeken [14] conducted an experimental in-
vestigation to study the effect of the length of the straight segment
attached at the ends of the pipe bend on its performance and hence
introduced a correction factor to the analytical solutions.

Numerical studies overcome the drawbacks of both the assumptions
embedded in the analytical solutions and the extensive effort associated
with experimental work. These studies, however, fall into two main
categories based on the treatment of the inherited geometrical im-
perfections from the fabrication process in the limit load analysis. The
first category assumes the pipe bends to be Ideal Bends (IB) (i.e. 0%
ovality and 0% wall thickness variations) as in Refs. [15–17] for stan-
dalone pipe bend, and in Refs. [18,19] for pipe bends with attached
straight segments. The second category assumes initial imperfections
(Assumed Shape model (AS)) resulting from fabrications as in Refs.
[20–22] and it was concluded that the presence of ovality improves the
load carrying capacity of internally pressurized pipe bends under in-
plane closing moment [21,22].

The objective of the present work is to conduct a non-linear finite
element analysis (FEA) to investigate the effect inherited geometrical
imperfections and the residual stresses of the as-fabricated 90° pipe
bends (AF) on the LLA. The analysis is conducted for combined loading
of internal pressure and in-plane moment (opening and closing) and the
results are compared with pipe bends with IB and AS models. In addi-
tion, the attached straight segment will be considered to account for
their effects. The scope of the present study focusses on As-fabricated
pipe bends with ovality ∼8% as wall thickness variations have been
reported to have a negligible effect on the results [20–22].

Pipe bends fabricated by rotary pipe bending process (RPB) shown
in Fig. 2 are selected for analysis. This process is widely used in industry
due to its accuracy, versatility, and time efficiency [23,24]. In this
process; clamping and pressure dies are used to hold a pipe firmly
against a rotating bend die where a pressure die can be either stationary
or having an axial velocity to reduce pipe wall thinning. A mandrel with
flexible balls is used to reduce pipe ovalization, wrinkling, and collapse
due to bending. A wiper die is used to prevent pipe wrinkling at the
intrados, while a pushing tool is used to improve material flow and thus
reduce wall thinning.

An experimental study of RPB process published by Khodayari [25]
will be used as a verification means to the present finite element fab-
rication model. This experiment resembles the simplest form of tooling
configuration where only bend, clamp, and pressure dies are used
which results in relatively high ovality of the pipe bend as reported in
published experimental results [25].

2. Material model

The material used is carbon-manganese-silicon steel (ASTM A573-
81 Grade 65) which is the same material used in the experimental work
by Khodayari [25]. The mechanical properties are listed in Table 1 as
extracted from Khodayari [25], Agarwal [26], and Sozen et al. [27].

3. Simulation procedure

The LLA is obtained as the last step in a three steps simulation
procedure. The first step involves the simulation of the pipe bending
process to obtain the AF model. The obtained results are verified
against published experimental results, other finite element simula-
tions, and relevant analytical solutions. The second step, upon ver-
ification, is re-simulation of the manufacturing process to produce a 90°
pipe bend after springback and to modify the length of the straight
segments to be within (3–5) D to eliminate any effects of the pipe bend
end constraints following the recommendation of other studies on LLA
[20–22]. The third step is the LLA and is conducted on the AF where
results are compared against IB and AS models.

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional distortion of a pipe bend as viewed at Section A-A.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of rotary pipe bending process.

Table 1
Material properties of A573-81 Grade 65 steel [25–27].

Material Property (A573-81 65) Value

Density ρ (Kg/m3) 7865
Elastic Modulus E (GPa) 219.4
Tangent Modulus Et (MPa) 900
Poisson's Ratio ν 0.3
Yield Strength σy (MPa) 270
Ultimate Strength σult (MPa) 610
Strain Hardening Exponent n 0.1571
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3.1. Simulation of pipe bend fabrication process

Finite element Analysis is used to simulate rotary pipe bending
process using ABAQUS® v6.14. ABAQUS/Explicit solver is used to si-
mulate the manufacturing process followed by ABAQUS/Standard
solver to obtain the springback and residual stresses of the pipe bend
due to elastic recovery. Due to the symmetry of the process, a half
model is considered to reduce the computational cost. Bending and
clamping dies are modeled as one part to avoid unnecessary contact
surface separation during simulation or excessive clamping pressure.
Bending, clamping, and pressure dies are modeled as 3D discrete rigid
parts while the pipe is modeled as a 3D deformable part. Parts geometry
and process parameters are listed in Table 2 as extracted from Kho-
dayari [25], Agarwal [26], and Sozen et al. [27]. Assembled parts in the
undeformed and deformed configurations are shown in Fig. 3. All rigid
parts are meshed using R3D4 element type (A 4-node, 3-D bilinear rigid
quadrilateral elements) with 0.2mm element size. The pipe is meshed
using C3D8R elements (An 8-node linear brick, reduced integration)
with stiffness hourglass control of default scaling factors. The selected
element size is 0.4 mm for the pipe bend region and 2mm for straight
segments with 4 elements through thickness. The element sizes chosen
here are smaller than those used by Agarwal [26] and Sozen et al. [27].

Contact pairs algorithm is used to define the interactions of mating
parts. All rigid bodies' surfaces are selected as master surfaces while the
pipe outer surface is selected as a slave surface. Kinematic contact with
finite sliding formulation is used to define the contact pairs of bending
and pressure dies surfaces with the outer surface of the pipe. Kinematic
contact with small sliding formulation is utilized to define the contact
pairs of the clamping die surface and the outer surface of the pipe to
ensure no separation in the clamping region. The contact property is
defined by normal and tangential behavior with coefficients of friction
given in Table 3.

The dynamic explicit analysis is used in pipe bending simulation
process and considers both geometrical and material nonlinearities. The
simulation time is set to 0.1025 s which was found to result in a kinetic
energy to strain energy ratio that was less than 10% and thus inertia
effects could be neglected. This approach reduces the computational
cost via speeding up the simulation without altering the results accu-
racy. The corresponding bending die rotational velocity is calculated to
be 15.708 rad/s to achieve a 90° bend angle in the selected simulation

time. Symmetrical boundary conditions are applied on the plane of
symmetry in all parts of the adopted half model. The bending and
clamping dies are only allowed to rotate around their axis of rotation
(Y-axis in Fig. 3) where the pressure die is completely fixed.

3.2. Model verification

Several outputs of the fabrication simulation process are compared
to their counter experimental/numerical values. The model validity is
assessed based on ovality distribution, wall thickness variation, neutral
axis shift, true longitudinal strain along the extrados and the intrados,
and springback angle.

3.2.1. Ovality distribution
Fig. 4 shows the reported propagation of ovality from Khodayari

[25] experiment where ovality takes the form of a smooth trapezoidal
distribution with a maximum value of 10% at the mid-section of the
pipe bend. The present FEA, after elastic recovery, predicts the max-
imum ovality to be about 7% at the mid-section of the pipe bend with
similar distribution to the experimental work. Agarwal [26] predicts a
maximum ovality of 6.3% at the mid-section of the pipe bend.

3.2.2. Wall thickness variation
The experiment by Khodayari [25] reported the occurrence of wall

thinning at the extrados with a value of −8.9% and wall thickening at
the intrados with a maximum value of 10.6% at 45° bend angle section.
The present FEA predicts the wall thinning at the extrados to be −8.9%
and the wall thickening at the intrados to be 9.3%. FEA of Agarwal [26]
and Sozen et al. [27] predict the wall thinning at the extrados to be
−9.1% and −8.1%, respectively, and wall thickening to be 12.9% and
10.4%, respectively. The analytical wall thickness variation provided
by Wang et al. [28] predicts the wall thinning and thickening to be
−10.1% and 17.6% where the friction between tooling parts and the
pipe, end conditions of the pipe, the pipe cross section ovalization are
ignored. A comparative angular distribution of wall thickness variation
(%) at 45° bend angle section is given in Fig. 5.

The shift in the crown location due to the ovalization is noted from
Fig. 5 at the intersection point of the wall thickness variation (%) curve
with the angular position axis (i.e. the change in the wall thickness is
zero). The experimental results of Khodayari [25] predict the angular
position of the crown to be located at 78.76°, the present FEA predicts
that location to be at 80.18° while FEA of Agarwal [26] and Sozen et al.
[27] predict the location to be at 95.69° and 84.20°, respectively. The

Table 2
Parts geometry and process parameters [25–27].

Process Parameters Value

Pipe Outer Diameter Do (mm) 20
Nominal Wall Thickness to (mm) 1.50
Pipe Length L (mm) 235
Pressure Die Length Lp (mm) 160
Bend Radius R (mm) 50
Bend Angle θ (Degrees) 90°

Fig. 3. Model parts assembly in un-deformed and deformed configurations.

Table 3
Coefficients of friction between model parts.

Contact Pairs Coefficient of Friction μ

Pipe-Bending Die 0.1
Pipe-Clamping Die Rough
Pipe-Pressure Die 0.3
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analytical solution shows the crown location to remain at 90° due to the
previously mentioned assumptions.

3.2.3. Neutral axis shift
The analytical shift in the neutral axis is obtained from the ad-

vanced geometrical model developed by Engel et al. [29] where the
shift is calculated to be 2.98mm using Eq. (4). The true longitudinal
strain distribution at the inner and outer pipe surfaces at different bend
angles of 22.5° incrementation have been reported to determine the
shift in the neutral axis as shown in Fig. 6. The shift is noted to occur
towards the intrados with a mean value of 3.11mm, while the recorded
error is 4.4% compared with the analytical solution.

= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

− −e n R
t

R R D| ln .
100

| ( 0.25 )A
2 2

(4)

where eA is neutral axis shift, n is strain hardening exponent, R is the
bend radius, t is nominal wall thickness, and D is pipe outer diameter.

3.2.4. True longitudinal strain distribution along the extrados and the
intrados

The true longitudinal strain at the extrados and the intrados can be
obtained from the analytical solution developed by Shr [30], and is
given by:

= ⎛
⎝

+ ⎞
⎠

ε h
R

ln 1L (5)

where εL is the true longitudinal strain, h is Distance from the neutral
axis to any point on the pipe, and R is the bend radius.

By considering the previously calculated analytical shift eA, h will
be 12.98mm and −7.02mm for the extrados and intrados, respec-
tively. Therefore, the true tangential strain at the extrados and the in-
trados is 0.231 and −0.151, respectively. It should be noted that the
provided analytical solution ignores the friction between tooling parts
and the pipe, end conditions of the pipe, and assumes the pipe cross
section to remain circular after deformation.

The true longitudinal strain distribution from FEA at the extrados
and intrados is obtained for the range of 20° to 70° pipe bend where the
strain is nearly constant and less susceptible to the end conditions
(Figs. 7 and 8). Present FEA predicts the average strain at the extrados
and the intrados to be of 0.196 and −0.165, respectively, and thus, the
calculated errors with respect to the analytical solutions are 14.8% and
8.9%, respectively. The average strains from FEA of Sozen et al. [27]
are 0.17 and −0.208 at the extrados and the intrados, respectively, and
hence the calculated errors are 26.3% and 37.5%, respectively.

3.3. As-fabricated pipe for limit load analysis

Based on the verified fabrication model, a re-simulation is per-
formed where the lengths of the straight segments of the pipe are
modified to be 5D (i.e. 100mm). The obtained springback angle is
1.76°, and hence the fabrication bend angle is modified to be 91.76° to
produce a 90° pipe bend after elastic recovery. Upon simulating the
manufacturing process, two steps are implemented sequentially to
produce a different model case for each applied step. The first step
involves an elastic recovery process to obtain the AF with residual
stresses model. The second step is a numerical annealing step to obtain
numerically annealed as-fabricated pipe bend model (AAF) where the
fabrication imperfections are maintained and the stress components are
set to zero.

A full geometrical analysis is conducted where ovality (%), wall
thinning (%), and wall thickening (%) are measured in the whole pipe
bend as shown in Fig. 9. A notable observation from the analysis is the
propagation of geometrical imperfections through the straight segments
where geometrical imperfections decrease linearly till they diminish at
the locations prescribed in Fig. 9 which indicates that 40% of the feeder

Fig. 4. Distribution of ovality (%) at different bend angles.

Fig. 5. Wall thickness variation (%) at 45° bend angle.

Fig. 6. True longitudinal strain distribution at 45° bend angle section. Fig. 7. True longitudinal strain distribution at the extrados.
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segment length and 35% of the clamped segment length are subjected
to geometrical imperfections. The overall propagation of geometrical
imperfections throughout the pipe can be described as a trapezoidal
distribution. The maximum ovality (%) is 7.3% at 45° bend angle, the
maximum wall thinning (%) is 9.2% at 10° bend angle, while the
maximum wall thickening (%) is 9.5% at 30° bend angle. In this model
the R/D ratio is 2.5 and accordingly, these geometrical imperfections
values follow the ASME admissible criteria for pipe bends with rela-
tively high ovality (∼8%).

3.4. Limit load analysis

Four FE models are presented to provide a full insight on the effects
of geometrical imperfections and residual stresses on the load carrying
capacities of the AF model in addition to assessing the validity of AS
and IB models. The first model is the AF with residual stresses which is
the actual as-fabricated deformed shape resulting from the manu-
facturing process. The second model is the AAF model which is the
actual as-fabricated deformed shape after being numerically annealed
to remove the residual stresses. The third model is the IB model which
represents a perfect pipe without any geometrical imperfections; i.e. no
ovality and wall thickness variations. The fourth and the last model is
the AS model which is based on a number of simplifying assumptions of
geometrical imperfections induced by the manufacturing process. These
assumptions have been adopted by many researchers in the field
[18–20] and state that; (1) the percentages of wall thinning and wall
thickening are equal; (2) the wall thickness at the crown is equal to the
nominal thickness of the straight pipe and its angular position is at 90°

from the extrados or the intrados; (3) the developed shape is perfectly
elliptic at all bend cross sections; and (4) the maximum ovality (%) and
wall thinning/thickening (%) occur at the bend mid-section and vary
linearly till the cross section becomes perfectly circular at both ends of
the pipe bend. Accordingly, the AS model presented here is developed
with a maximum percent ovality of 10% and average percentages of
wall thinning, and wall thickening of 9.75%, as obtained from the re-
ported experimental results by Khodayari [25]. Comparative geome-
trical imperfections between the AS and AF models are shown in Fig. 9.

Limit loads are determined using ABAQUS/standard solver where
both material and geometrical nonlinearities are considered using the
same mesh adopted in the fabrication process. The CM is obtained
graphically from moment-rotation curve by adopting “Twice Elastic
Slope” (TES) method following the recommendations of Sections III and
VIII of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code [7,8]. The IM is the
maximum moment where deflection starts to increase without further
increase in the applied moment, provided that the material's ultimate
strength is not yet attained. The LP is the maximum internal pressure
that the structure can withstand before failure is attained whether due
to material or structural instability. The material instability is defined
when the material reaches its ultimate tensile strength while structural
instability is defined when the structure buckles or collapses before the
material reaches its ultimate tensile strength.

For all FE models, a reference node is created at each end of the
straight segments attached to the pipe bend. All degrees of freedom on
the end surface nodes are constrained to a corresponding reference
node using coupling constraint property. The boundary conditions at
these points are applied based on the limit load to be determined. In all
cases, the pipe bend assembly is completely fixed at one end through
the corresponding reference node (RP1) as shown in Fig. 10. In the case
of LP, an internal pressure is applied at the inner surface of the pipe
while an axial tensile stress applied at the free end to simulate closed-
end condition of the internally pressurized pipe bend assembly. Both of
the internal pressure and the axial stress are applied such that the
loading amplitude increases linearly till the pipe fails either due to
material or structural instability. In the case of limit moment under in-
plane bending moment, a controlled in-plane rotation is linearly in-
creased at the other reference node at the free end (RP2), as shown in
Fig. 10, where the reaction moments is monitored till the pipe fails
either due to material or structural instability. Under combined loading,
the case of internal pressure is applied first to a certain assigned value
determined for each simulation run, then the case of controlled in-plane
rotation is applied till the pipe fails either due to material or structural
instability.

In order to give the results a descriptive measure against analytical

Fig. 8. True Longitudinal strain distribution at the intrados.

Fig. 9. A comparative geometrical imperfections distribution of AF and AS models.
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solutions, the results of the LLA are normalized by the limit pressure PL

given by Goodall [13], and limit moment ML given by Kim and Oh [9].
Accordingly, for the given pipe dimensions and material properties, the
analytical LP is determined to be 41.5MPa and the limit moment (CM)
is 133.0 Nm. The allowable internal working pressure in a straight pipe
according to the ASME Code NB-3640 [7] will be used as a reference in
our analysis which accordingly is calculated to be 28.7 MPa (0.69 PL).
Due to the dependency of the pipe bend performance on many para-
meters, the scope of the analysis is for a pipe bend with the following
factors; bend characteristic (λ) of 0.75, bend ratio (R/ro) of 5, and ro/to
of 6.67 (thick walled).

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Performance under combined in-plane closing moment and internal
pressure

Figs. 11 and 12 show the collapse and instability loads, respectively,
for all models under in-plane closing moment and internal pressure. For
low pressure levels up to 0.14PL, the AF model shows highest collapse
and instability loads among all models. Enhancement in the load car-
rying capacities of the pipe may be attributed to the presence of the
residual stresses. Performance of IB model is found to be better than
both the AAF and the AS models. This highlights two findings; first, the
high ovality lowers the pipe carrying load capacities as expected, and
second, the ideal pipe assumption is non-conservative as compared with
the performance of AF model.

Despite of the different geometrical imperfections distribution in
AAF and AS models, their performance is nearly the same in terms of

the load carrying capacities and failure mode which is material in-
stability at low pressure and buckling of the fixed straight pipe segment
at high pressures. This indicates the validity of the assumptions adopted
in the AS model. All models can sustain combined loadings till 0.35 PL
which is about 50% of ASME allowable operating pressure which in-
dicates a failure possibility if an external in-plane closing moment is
introduced.

At the onset of structural instability, all models converge to similar
loading capacities due to buckling of straight pipe segments despite the
presence of geometrical imperfections in the pipe bend and the pre-
sence of the residual stresses. Beyond the structure instability limit, the
pipe is no longer capable of sustaining combined loadings while it can
only withstand pressure values till failure pressure is reached.

4.2. Performance under combined in-plane opening moment and internal
pressure

Figs. 13 and 14 show the collapse and instability loads, respectively,
for all models under in-plane opening moment and internal pressure.
The AF model has the highest collapse loads among all models with a
higher threshold pressure value before failure by material's instability.
This indicates that the presence of the residual stresses may have en-
hanced the performance of the pipe. The performance of IB is found to
be better than the AAF and the AS models. This highlights the two

Fig. 10. Reference nodes RP1 and RP2.

Fig. 11. LLA - Collapse moment (CM) of all FE models under internal pressure
and in-plane closing moment.

Fig. 12. LLA - Instability moment (IM) of all FE models under internal pressure
and in-plane closing moment.

Fig. 13. LLA - Collapse moment of all models under internal pressure and in-
plane opening moment.
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findings mentioned above for the case of in-plane closing moment. The
AAF and the AS bends have similar performance in terms of the load
carrying capacities, indicating that the assumptions adopted in the AS
model are valid.

At operating pressure higher than ASME allowable pressure, the
performance of the AF, IB, and AS bends converges to similar levels up
to the onset of structural instability. This shows the buckling of straight
segments has a dominant effect on load carrying capacities despite the
presence of geometrical imperfections in the pipe bend. Beyond the
structural instability limit, the pipe is no longer capable of sustaining
combined loadings while it can only withstand pressure values till
failure pressure is attained.

For instability moments, at no internal pressure and pressure values
higher than the ASME working pressure, instability moments for in-
plane opening moment for all models are the same where the failure
mode changes from material instability at low pressure to bucking of
straight pipe segment at high pressures. However, at pressure values
lower than the ASME working pressure, the AF model has better load
carrying capacity as compared to other models.

5. Residual stresses role on limit loads

To ensure that the reported performance is due to the presence of
residual stresses and not related to geometrical imperfections, AF model
at instability loads is compared to AAF model. In addition, comparisons
are made with IB model to ensure that the obtained limit loads are not
related to the presence of geometrical imperfections. Fig. 15 shows the
distribution of tangential residual stresses at mid-section of the pipe
bend. The tangential residual stresses at the inner surface change from
tensile at the intrados to compressive at the extrados and vice versa at
the outer surface. The maximum and minimum tangential residual
stresses occur at the extrados and reach approximately 40% of the
material's initial yield strength. These tensile residual stresses prevent/
delay failure if operational compressive stresses are generated at these
locations.

5.1. Behavior under single type of loading

To evaluate the role of the residual stresses, behavior of the pipe
bend is studied under either internal pressure only or in-plane moment
only. The initial state of tangential residual stresses in the AF model are
shown in contour plots in Fig. 16(a).

Under internal pressure only, the AF model has been found to have
the highest load carrying capacity among all models as shown in
Figs. 11–14. Fig. 16(f) and (j) show that for the cases of AAF and IB

models, the internal pressure in these cases generates tangential tensile
stresses throughout the pipe wall thickness. For the AF model under
internal pressure, shown in Fig. 16(b), compressive residual tangential
stresses decrease the tangential tensile stresses generated by the in-
ternal pressure as evident by residual compressive stresses at the inner
surface at the intrados and extrados, and hence increase the loading
carrying capacity of the pipe bend in this case as compared to other
models. Although the maximum tangential stresses for the AF model in
Fig. 16(b) is higher than those for the AAF and IB models, part of the
pipe bend thickness has compressive stresses unlike the other models
(AAF and IB) where the full thickness is under tangential tensile stresses
for the same displacement. To overcome this compressive tangential
stresses, higher pressure values are needed leading to higher load car-
rying capacity for the AF model. It should be noted here that the dis-
placement magnitude at the midsection of the pipe bend depicted in
Fig. 16 refers to the total deflection of the pipe bend, deformation of the
circular cross section, and thickness changes at this location.

Under in-plane closing moment only, the applied moment on stress-
free pipe bend generates tangential stresses distribution as shown in
Fig. 16(g) and (k), where dominant compressive stresses are generated
at the extrados and intrados. These compressive stresses are responsible
for the collapse of the pipe bend section in the AAF and IB models. In
the case of the AF model, illustrated in Fig. 16(b), these compressive
tangential stresses are balanced by the residual tensile tangential
stresses at the outer surface of the extrados, and hence leading to high
load carrying capacity as compared to other models. By inspecting the
comparative mid-plane deformation in Fig. 17 (a) and (b), it can be
perceived that due to higher cross-sectional preservation in the AF
model, the pipe bend retains its curvature. This results in higher total
stresses and thus material instability is attained in this model in the
bend region. In other models, they fail due structural instability by
buckling where their corresponding bend regions are less resilient to
retain their curvature. This cross-sectional perseverance in the AF
model causes the attached straight segment to bend as perceived form
the mid-plane deformation in Fig. 17 (b). For other models, the straight
segments retain their straightness as a result of the mid-section de-
formation of the pipe bend.

Under in-plane opening moment, tangential stresses developed in
the pipe bend due to the applied moment on stress-free pipe bend are
shown in Fig. 16(h) and (l) where tensile stresses are dominant at the
intrados and extrados locations. For the AF model, Fig. 16(d), residual
tensile stresses are intensified at the extrados by the externally applied
opening moment leading higher resistance to deformation at this region
against ovalization. This raises the collapse moment of the AF model as
compared to other models. At the instability moment which is attained

Fig. 14. LLA - instability moment of all models under internal pressure and in-
plane opening moment.

Fig. 15. Distribution of tangential residual stresses at mid-section of the pipe
bend.
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at rotational deflection of 2 rad, Fig. 16(d), (h) and (l), cross-sectional
preservation is remarkably perceived by the tensile tangential stresses
leading to almost identical structural instability in the straight segments
in all models as shown in Fig. 17(c).

5.2. Behavior under combined internal pressure and in-plane moments

Fig. 18 shows the mid-plane deformation for different models under
in-plane closing moment at different pressure levels. At low pressure
values; e.g. 0.07PL, where the AF model has been reported to have the
highest collapse and instability moments, the tangential residual
stresses, as discussed in the case of in-plane closing moment only, still
have the dominant effect of preserving the cross section of the pipe

bend where for other models structural instability occurs in the bend
region, e.g. Fig. 17(b). At 0.21PL, the AF model has been found to have
the highest instability moment at rotational deflection of −1 rad, while
at 0.35PL, all models have the same instability moment at −1.52 rad.
As shown in Fig. 18, cross sectional preservation has the dominant ef-
fect where at higher pressure values of 0.21 and 0.35 PL, the AF model
has been found to be more resistant to ovalization due to the stiffening
caused by the high internal pressure followed by the IB and AAF
models. Failure in these cases is attained in the straight pipe segment
and this explains the convergence of the instability moments of the
three models at higher pressure values. To investigate the role of re-
sidual stresses on the instability moment and failure mode, tangential
residual stresses are plotted in Fig. 19. The pressure values that have

Fig. 16. Tangential stresses distribution: (a), (e), (i) Initial state; (b), (f), (j) at 59.35 mm displacement magnitude of selected mid-section node at the extrados; (c),
(g), (k) at −0.825 rad rotational deflection under in-plane closing moment; and (d), (h), (l) 2 rad rotational deflection under in-plane opening moment.
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been selected for the investigation are 0.21PL and 0.35PL which re-
semble the intermediate, and the highest-pressure values for combined
loading cases of internal pressure and in-plane closing moments. In
reference to Fig. 16(a)–(c), for the AF model, tensile tangential residual
stresses in Fig. 16(a) are intensified by internal pressure generated
stresses of Fig. 16(b), before being reduced by in-plane closing moment
at the extrados and intrados locations. The sum of the resulting stresses
in this case, Fig. 19(b and c), produces dominant tensile tangential
stresses in the mid-section of the pipe bend leading to higher cross
section preservation. For the other two models, shown in Fig. 19(e, f, h,
i), the tangential tensile stress values are less than those of Fig. 19(b and
c) and hence less cross sectional preservation is attained specially at low
and intermediate pressures.

Fig. 20 shows the mid-plane deformations for different models
under combined pressure and in-plane opening moment. All models
have shown resistance to pipe bend deformation and ovalization for all
pressure values. At low pressure values, i.e. 0.35 PL, high rotational
moment can be achieved before failure is attained in the straight pipe
segment by buckling in the pipe wall, e.g. Fig. 17 (c). At high pressure
values, i.e.> 0.7 PL, resistance of pipe bends to deformation and ova-
lization dominates the response under combined loading. This behavior
develops high bending stresses leading to failure by material's in-
stability as shown in Fig. 20. In reference to Fig. 16(a, b and d), for the
AF model, tensile tangential residual stresses in Fig. 16(a) are in-
tensified by the internal pressure as shown in Fig. 16(b), before being
increased by the applied in-plane opening moment at the extrados and
intrados locations. The sum of the resulting stresses in this case,

Fig. 21(b and c), generates dominant tensile tangential stresses close to
the ultimate strength at the mid-section of the pipe bend which leads to
higher cross section preservation and failure by material's instability.
For the other two models, i.e. no residual stresses, although tangential
tensile stresses are present and dominant as shown in Fig. 21(e, f, h, i),
their values are less than those of Fig. 21(b and c) and hence less cross
section preservation is attained specially at low and intermediate
pressures.

6. Conclusions

Rotary pipe bending experiment with basic tooling configuration,
that results in high ovality, was selected and numerically verified via
FEA software ABAQUS to produce a 90° As-Fabricated pipe bend (AF)
with a modified straight segment length following the recommend
length provided by previous studies. The AF model has been numeri-
cally annealed to create a corresponding model where only geometrical
imperfections are present. By considering both geometrical and mate-
rial non-linearities, FEA has been utilized to conduct LLA of high ovality
cases of as-fabricated pipe (both with residual stresses and numerically
annealed models), where the results are compared with the corre-
sponding IB and AS models. Within the scope of the present study, the
following conclusions can be made:

• The presence of geometrical imperfections generally lowers the load
carrying capacities of the AF model,

• IB model assumption provides a non-conservative collapse and

Fig. 17. Overlay of mid-plane deformation for AF
model (black lines) and IB model (blue lines): (a)
internal pressure at 59.35mm displacement of se-
lected mid-section node at the extrados; (b) in-plane
closing moment at rotational deflection of
−0.825 rad; and (c) in-plane opening moment at
rotational deflection of 2 rad. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 18. Mid-plane deformation for the AF model (a) and (d); AAF model (b) and (e); and IM model (c) and (f); under in-plane closing moment: (a), (b) and (c) at 0.21
PL and −1 rad; and (d), (e) and (f) at 0.35 PL and −1.52 rad.
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Fig. 19. Tangential stresses distribution: (a), (d), (g) Initial state; (b), (e), (h) at −1 rad rotational deflection under in-plane closing moment and 0.21 PLi pressure;
(c), (f), (i) at −1.52 rad rotational deflection under in-plane closing moment and 0.35 PL internal pressure.

Fig. 20. Mid-plane deformation for (a) AF model, (b) AAF model, and (c) IB model under 0.7 PL and 0.7 rad in-plane opening moment.
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instability moments as compared to AAF model, leading to false
safety margin.

• AS model has been found to be valid for the given pipe bend char-
acteristics and working conditions.

• Under combined in-plane closing moment and internal pressure, AF
models have shown higher collapse moments as compared to other
models at low pressure values up to 0.14 PL. For high pressure va-
lues, the collapse moment is almost the same for all models.
However, it shows better instability moment for all pressure values
as compared to other models.

• Within ASME allowable working pressure, under combined in-plane
opening moment and internal pressure, the AF model has shown
higher collapse and instability moments as compared to all other
models. For pressure values higher the ASME working pressure, all
model have almost the same instability moment due to failure by
material's instability.

• Tensile tangential stresses have been found to improve the load
carrying capacity of the fabricated pipe under in-plane moment by
preserving the pipe cross section against ovalization especially at
low pressure values.
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